Cognitive function was examined in 227 patients three months after admission to hospital for ischaemic stroke, and in 240 stroke-free controls, using 17 scored items that assessed memory, orientation, verbal skills, visuospatial ability, abstract reasoning, and attentional skills. After adjusting for demographic factors with standardised residual scores in all subjects, the fifth percentile was used for controls as the criterion for failure on each item. The mean (SD) number of failed items was 3-4 (3.6) for patients with stroke and 0-8 (1.3) for controls (p < 0-001).
(p < 0-001).
Cognitive impairment, defined as failure on any four or more items, occurred in 35-2% of patients with stroke and 3-8% of controls (p < 0-001). Cognitive domains most likely to be defective in stroke compared with control subjects were memory, orientation, language, and attention. Among patients with stroke, cognitive impairment was most frequently associated with major cortical syndromes and with infarctions in the left anterior and posterior cerebral artery territories. Functional impairment was greater with cognitive impairment, and dependent living after discharge either at home or nursing home was more likely (55.0% with, v 32-7% without cognitive impairment, p = 0-001). In a logistic model examining the risks related to dependent living after stroke, cognitive impairment was a significant independent correlate (odds ratio, OR = 2-4), after adjusting for age (OR = 5'2, 80 + v 60-70 years) and physical impairment (OR = 3.7, Barthel index < 40 v > 40). It is concluded that cognitive impairment occurs frequently after stroke, commonly involving memory, orientation, language, and attention. The presence of cognitive impairment in patients with stroke has important functional consequences, independent of the effects of physical impairment. Studies of stroke outcome and intervention should take into account both cognitive and physical impairments. (7 Neurol Neurosurg Psychiatry 1994; 57:202-207) Cerebrovascular disease is an important cause of morbidity in the elderly, resulting not only in physical disability, but also significant cognitive impairment. Most studies of stroke outcome have focused on physical consequences;' few have examined intellectual deficits. 2 In a previous study, we found dementia in 66 (26.3%) of 251 elderly patients examined with neuropsychological tests three months after hospital admission for ischaemic stroke.3 Excluding subjects with functional impairment preceding stroke onset who may have had coexisting Alzheimer's disease, the frequency of dementia in this sample was 16-3% (37 of 227 patients with stroke). Our research criteria for dementia required the presence of memory impairment combined with deficits in two additional cognitive domains. Because the frequency of dementia will depend in part on the diagnostic criteria used,4 the frequency of intellectual decline may be over-represented or underrepresented by focusing on dementia as a diagnosis.
An alternative approach to characterising the cognitive consequences of stroke would be to examine a broad range of specific neuropsychological deficits, independent of the diagnosis of dementia. If those deficits are clinically meaningful, they should be related to functional abilities, whether or not dementia is diagnosed. In this report, our aim was to determine the frequency and patterns of cognitive impairment in our cohort of patients who had no history of functional decline before stroke, compared with control subjects who lived in the community and who were free of stroke and similar in age. In addition, we related those findings to functional abilities and independent living after discharge, to determine whether our measure of cognitive impairment was relevant to adaptive functioning. Our overall goal was to provide descriptive information about general intellectual functions in a consecutive stroke sam A control group was assembled as a reference sample, consisting of 249 subjects living in the community who were over 60 years of age, and without historical or clinical evidence of stroke. Whenever they were available, we recruited as the control, the spouse of the subjects with stroke (17-3%). The remaining controls were obtained either by probability sampling using a roster of neighbourhood residents obtained from Medicare files and a commercial list (53 0%), or from neighbourhood volunteers (29 7%) who came to our attention through advertising in the community or by word of mouth. We attempted to match controls to the subjects with stroke by age. Baseline features of the stroke patients and controls are described in a previous report.3 For (WAIS-R)'6 and the non-verbal similarities and differences subtest of the Mattis dementia rating scale'7); and attention (target detection tasks '8) . To examine attention, subjects were given two separate cancellation tasks requiring them to identify and mark specific targets (either geometric shapes or letter groups) as quickly as possible from an array of test stimuli, resulting in scores for errors, omissions, and total time to completion. In addition, to assess physical and non-physical functional abilities, the Blessed functional activity scale'9 (BFAS), the Barthel index (BI),20 the stroke severity scale2' and the Schwab and England Scale22 were administered. The same neuropsychological battery and functional examinations were administered to controls.
CLINICAL CLASSIFICATION OF STROKE

SUBJECTS
Based on clinical findings during their stay in hospital, patients with stroke were classified by clinical syndrome and vascular territory using the methods of the Stroke Data Bank.2'
Derived chiefly from neurological findings in the acute phase of the stroke, the stroke syndrome included six major types reflecting hemispheric laterality in relation to the presence or absence of language versus spatial deficits (dominant v non-dominant), severity of neurological impairment (major v minor), general cerebral location (hemispheric v brainstem), and whether infarction was superficial or deep (lacunar v all others). Thus, the six syndromes were major dominant or non-dominant hemispheral, minor dominant or non-dominant hemispheral, lacunar-deep infarction, and brainstem-cerebellar infarction. For example, a patient with a transcortical motor aphasia, ideomotor dyspraxia, and severe, right hemiparesis with crual predominance was classified as having a major, dominant hemispheral syndrome indicating widespread damage in the anterior cerebral artery. In contrast, a patient with anosognosia, left hemi-inattention and hemianopia, and left faciobrachial paresis was considered to have a major, non-dominant hemispheral syndrome in the middle cerebral artery. Vascular territory was inferred from the neurological deficit profile and the topography of relevant infarction on brain imaging obtained during their hospital stay, if positive, using the guidelines provided by Damasio.2' Territories included internal cartoid, anterior cerebral, middle cerebral, posterior cerebral and vertebrobasilar arteries. Classifications by syndrome and vascular territory were independent of information on ii.uropsychological or functional testing. Based on an examination of reliability among three raters in a subsample of 100 subjects, inter-rater agreement on stroke features was excellent, with K = 0-85 for syndrome and K = 093 for territory.
DATA ANALYSIS AND STATISTICS
Mean scores of the stroke and control subjects on each of 17 scored items from the neuropsychological battery were compared using Student's two-tailed t test. To summarise the attentional tests, two indices were calculated for both shape and letter target tasks: number of correct targets per second (total number of correct responses divided by total time taken to perform the test) and number of errors per correct response (ratio of errors to correct responses). The scores from the shape and letter tasks were averaged to derive the two summary indices for each patient. Although the ages (mean (SD)) of patients with stroke and controls were comparable (70-8 (7.9) v 70-6 (6 5)), the two groups differed in other demographic factors: sex (% women, 52'9% v 65 8%), years of education (10-2 (4 6) v 12-5 (4 4)) and race (% non-white, 65-2% v 47-1%). To adjust for these factors in determining the frequency of cognitive impairment, the raw test scores of each subject (total n = 467) were converted to standardised residual scores, regressing demographic variables (age, sex, race, education) with each of the 17 trols was also determined, again using the fifth percentile of performance by control subjects as the cut off for classifying a subject as cognitively impaired. In addition, a 'corrected' frequency rate of cognitive impairment in the patients with stroke was determined by computing the difference in percentage between patients with stroke and controls with cognitive impairment. Patterns of cognitive impairment were examined using two approaches. Firstly, performance of stroke and control subjects was compared on neuropsychological test items and by cognitive domains. The 17 individual scored items of the battery were entered into a logistic regression model as independent variables to identify tests which best correlated with stroke compared with control status. The six cognitive domains as defined above were also examined in a separate logistic model. Impairment in a cognitive domain was defined as defective performance in any one or more of the items comprising that domain. The aim was to identify the neuropsychological disturbances that were independently associated with ischaemic stroke overall, compared with subjects without stroke. Secondly, within the stroke cohort, we examined the frequency of cognitive impairment by clinical syndrome and vascular territory. The aim was to identify brain topographical correlates of cognitive impairment.
To determine whether our statistical criterion defining cognitive impairment was clinically relevant, we compared the characteristics of patients with and without cognitive impairment in relation to functional impairment (BFAS, BI, stroke severity, Schwab and England scale), and whether the patient was independent after their stay in hospital (discharged home without assistance) or dependent (requiring either home attendant help or admission to a nursing home). As status at discharge is considered to be an important measure of stroke outcome,25 we also used a multiple logistic model to determine whether the presence or absence of cognitive impairment was a significant predictor of dependent living after hospital admission, adjusting for the effects of physical impairment (BI 40 or less, as an indicator of low functional ability25 26) ,B = regression coefficient; SE = standard error of the meanp = probability; OR = odds ratio. (table 2) . Confining the analysis to the stroke group, cognitive impairment varied by stroke syndrome (2x p < 0.001). Patients with major dominant and major non-dominant syndromes were most likely to be cognitively impaired (table 3) , consistent with major neurobehavioural effects from large infarctions. When cognitive impairment was examined by specific vascular territory and laterality (table 3), differences were less obvious, in part because of small samples in some of the subgroups. Overall, cognitive impairment appeared most frequently with infarcts in the left anterior and posterior cerebral artery territories and least frequently with infarcts in the vertebrobasilar artery territory. Examining vascular distribution independently of hemispheric side, the proportion of infarcts in the anterior cerebral artery territory was higher among those with cognitive impairment (7 6%) compared with those without (3.4%) (2, p = 0-053). Comparing left-sided, right-sided and vertebrobasilar strokes, left-sided damage was more common among those with cognitive impairment (46&3%) compared with those without (30-6%) (x2, p < 0.001).
RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER CLINICAL VARIABLES AND FUNCTIONAL STATUS
Among patients with cognitive impairment, women predominated, despite correction for sex in the regression model ( 
Discussion
In this report, our intent was not to describe those circumscribed neurobehavioural syndromes that are well known after focal brain infarction29; nor did we directly examine dementia, which we have previously described in this sample, defined by the presence of specific cognitive deficits in combination using modified DSM-III-R criteria.' Rather, our aim was to focus on cognitive impairment as a general indicator of intellectual decline following ischaemic stroke,'0 which we defined as failure on any four or more neuropsychological test items using a statistical criterion based on normative data from a stroke-free sample.
Our approach raises several important methodological and conceptual issues in neuropsychological studies of patients with cerebrovascular disease. A fundamental problem, common to all studies using psychometric tests, is the definition of normality compared with abnormality or impairment, a discrimination that depends in part on the reference group or standard selected. Four approaches have been typically used, including comparison with: premorbid ability; a non-clinical sample without the disorder or exposure; a clinical sample with the disorder or exposure; or predetermined cut off criteria based on externally derived standards. The first approach provides the most clinically meaningful information for the affected individual, even though impractical or difficult to estimate with accuracy; the last approach is potentially the most arbitrary.
We used the second approach, a commonly accepted method to define abnormality which is perhaps least arbitrary, but susceptible to biases related to subject variables (age, education, sex, and race) known to affect psychometric test performance independent of disease state." 32 After adjusting for these factors, however, the frequency of cognitive impairment in our elderly patients was high, evident in approximately a third of patients examined three months after ischaemic stroke. A similar frequency of impairment in orientation (27% for "confusion or unassessable") and a figure copying task (26% for "failed or unassessable") was observed in a study of 470 patients examined six months after stroke.2 In another related study, immediate logical memory (evaluated by recall of a story) was defective in 29% of 138 patients examined three months after stroke. 33 A further methodological and conceptual issue pertains to the relationship of our defin-*ition of cognitive impairment to the diagnosis of dementia. In our analysis of deficit patterns, we found that cognitive impairment varied by stroke syndrome (most frequent with large, dominant and non-dominant infarcts) and vascular territory (most frequent with dominant anterior and posterior cerebral artery territory infarcts, findings that were similar to the clinical correlations when dementia was used as the outcome.'4 Moreover, when comparing patients with stroke with those without clinically evident cerebrovascular disease, the cognitive domains most likely to be defective were memory, orientation, language, and attentional functions. Defective memory and orientation are considered to be the clinical hallmarks of dementia, and appear to be the best psychometric discriminators of normal ageing from dementia.'5 These findings together suggest that our definition of cognitive impairment identifies patients who are less severely affected within the spectrum of intellectual decline, with dementia representing the most extreme state. A further implication arising from the identification of specific cognitive domains impaired with focal stroke is their potential relevance in screening for cognitive impairment or 
